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The surface piercing propellers are promi
sing propulsors for high speed craft, already 
proven by many full scale applications on small 
racing and sports boats. This paper presents 
newly developed theoretical procedures for 
design and hydrodynamic/strength analysis of 
such propellers. The design procedure is ba
sed on the lifting line theory while the analysis 
is performed by means of the lifting surface/ 
finite element method.

These procedures are confronted with the 
results of a series of model experiments by 
which surface piercing propellers were tho
roughly tested in single and twin screw confi
gurations. This confrontation demonstrates 
correctness of the basic theory and practical 
value of the design and analysis procedures.

GENERAL IDEA
OF SURFACE PIERCING PROPELLERS

The rapidly growing popularity of civilian and military fast craft 
has stimulated increased interest in surface piercing propellers (SPP) 
as the propulsors which are particularly suited for the craft. Up to 
now such propellers have been used mostly for very small pleasure 
boats and their design was based simply on trial and error procedure 
with full scale prototypes. The complicated character of physical phe
nomena accompanying the operation of SPP has precluded develop
ment of theoretical design procedures of acceptable accuracy. Such 
methods are in great demand now, along with the growing size and 
power of new SPP applications. They are partly substituted by the 
results of systematic model experiments which have been conducted 
in several model basins recently [6] and which may be applied to 
preliminary design.

The most characteristic feature of the surface piercing propel
lers is their operation with hub located above water. Thrust is gene
rated only by the outward sections of the blades which pass through 
the phases of water entry, submerged operation and water exit. In the 
second phase cavitation or full ventilation is present on the suction 
side, depending on the propeller loading. Full ventilation protects the 
blades against cavitation erosion. Elevation of the hub above water 
reduces friction losses and together with immersion of the outer blade 
sections only it results in a relatively high efficiency of SPP. On the 
other hand the partial submergence of the propeller leads to genera
tion of high transverse forces both in vertical and horizontal direc
tions. The forces affect yaw and trim angles of the boat, thus their 
values become important design parameters. Another typical feature 
of SPPs is their high loading at low speed, resulting from an increased 
submergence. This may prevent developing full engine power in this 
condition, leading to difficulties in passing through the resistance 
hump. This problem is often solved by introducing the controllable- 
pitch or by adding the controllable flaps in front of the propeller. 
Highly variable hydrodynamic loading of the blades during every revo
lution results in serious strength, vibration and hydroelasticity prob
lems which should be properly addressed during the development of 
the design.

Full design process of the surface piercing propellers requires 
at least two computation methods, namely: a design method supply
ing the necessary propeller geometry which fulfils the design require
ments, e g.[7], and an analysis method, e.g. [ 1,3], which makes cal
culating the variable loads, stress distributions and deformations of 
the designed blade possible. The first method is used, according to 
the generally accepted design philosophy, for initial estimation of the 
propeller geometry while the other is employed for optimization of 
the geometry. Consequently the first method is based on the rela
tively simple lifting line model while the second makes use of tile- 
more sophisticated lifting surface/finite element models. Both me
thods together form a unique system of programs for design and ana
lysis of the surface piercing propellers.

MODEL EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of model experiments with surface piercing pro

pellers was twofold: firstly to provide insight into the complicated 
flow phenomena associated with their operation, secondly to supply 
results of measurement suitable for the initial experimental verifica
tion of the numerical procedures. A pair of left- and right-handed 
controllable pitch surface piercing propeller models were manufac
tured for the experiments, based on the data collected from the litera
ture. A special experimental stand shown schematically in Fig. 1, was 
assembled in the model basin of the Ship Design and Research 
Centre(CTO), Gdansk. The models were tested in single and twin
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screw configurations. The varied parameters included: submergence, 
yaw and trim angles, direction of rotation (in twin screw configura
tion) and the advance coefficient. The measured quantities were: mean 
thrust and torque, rotational and advance speed of the propeller, mean 
transverse forces on the shaft and time-dependent bending moments 
on a single blade. Altogether 16 operating conditions were tested for 
a single propeller and 24 conditions for the twin-screw configuration. 
Complete results of the model experiments may be found in [2,4],

13

/ - right-hand propeller model
2 - left-hand propeller model
3 - two-component blade dynamometer
4 - shaft dynamometer
5 - slipring signal transmission
(.7  - transverse force dynamometer 
iS - photoelectric encoder
9 - taehogenerator
10 - carriage speed measuring wheel

I I -  asynchronic electromotor 
12 - electromotor speed encoder 
13,14 - electronic bridges 
15,16 - electronic bridges 
17,1b-PCs
19 - electromotor control system
20 - multi-input/output gear 
a - adjustable coupling
b - telescopic shafts 
c - Cardane mounting

THEORETICAL MODEL EOR DESIGN

The typical geometric/kinematic/dynamic situation of a surface 
piercing propeller is shown in Fig.2. In most cases the input data for 
design consist o f :

propeller diameter - D hub diameter - d
number of blades - z blade tip submergence - HT

shaft inclination in both planes :
vertical - the trim angle £, horizontal - the yaw angle \\l
number of propeller revolutions per second - n
required propelling force (in direction of ship motion) - TN.

The design calculation results should include the following in
formation :

detail blade geometry
mean shaft transverse forces (vertical - Fz, horizontal - Fv) 

required power absorption - N 
propulsive efficiency - r|

Fig. 2. Geometric, kinematic and dynamic parameters o f  a surface piercing propeller

The design calculation is performed by means of a special ver
sion of the lifting line model shown schematically in Fig.3 and de
scribed in greater detail in [5], The most characteristic feature of this 
model conies from the fact that the propeller disc and the propeller 
slipstream arc cut by the free surface. This has two consequences: the 
free vortex surfaces behind propeller are discontinuous and a com
pletely imaginary vortex system must be added above free surface in 
order to fulfil the boundary condition on this surface. The imaginary 
vortex system is a mirror reflection of the true vortex system and it 
takes part in the calculation of the induced velocity. Of course in 
reality the free surface in the vicinity of the operating propeller is not 
flat, so the scheme presented in Fig.3 may be regarded only as a sim
plified model.

Fig. 3. Scheme o f the lifting line model for design o f  surface piercing propellers

The design calculation starts with the initial estimation of the 
blade area ratio, blade pitch and pitch distribution of the free vortex 
lines. This is done by means of approximate empirical formulae. The 
free vortex system is formed corresponding to the ..vertical down” 
position of one of the blades. Then the components of the induced 
velocity are calculated by using Biot-Savart formula. When tliev are 
known the pitch distribution of the free vortex system may be com
puted again. This should be in compliance with the initially assumed 
distribution. The discrepancy between the two is reduced to an ac
ceptable level during an iterative process. When this is finished the 
components of the hydrodynamic force on the blade in vertical down 
position may be calculated according to the following formulae :

F  =  _  e it/J 
Y 2

:  J < ’ ( r)[cL s i n  [i - c„ c o s  f  ] L 0 S  ( A  b ) f / / . 
J sin " p

T  =  '  p V 2\c(r)[cL c o s  Pi + c„ s i n  /3, ] C C ) S J / L J3)dr 
~ J s in "  p

( 2 )

In order to obtain the propelling force the contributions from all 
blades with taking into account their immersion must be geometri
cally added and an appropriate time average value must be taken. It is 
assumed that the radial distribution of the hydrodynamic force re
mains the same on the blades in other positions but it is limited to the 
submerged portion of the blade only. This leads to the following for
mulae for the mean propelling force :

7'v =  —  2 K

'■l L
c o s sE J  Fx (&)d&-  s i n  £  |  Fr(&) s i n  Mi) ■

I?l

+
2

s i n y / |  F ) . ( ! > ) c o s t W t ?

(3 )

The area of the propeller blades is automatically increased and 
the design calculation is repeated if the propelling force is lower than 
the design value. If this does not solve the problem and the limiting
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automatically. If still the required propelling force can not be genera
ted and the hub reaches water surface, the program stops and sugges
tion is made to the user about a necessary increase of the propeller 
diameter. The absorbed power coefficient and propulsive efficiency 
are computed, if the design value of the propelling force is obtained, 
according to the following formulae :

z 1
N = npn V 2 j  [cL c o s  /3 ( +  cD s in  /3

<=! r,

icos2([5 -  (5)
,]----- ■- i  Q H ,c{r)rdr

s i n '  p
(4 )

t jv■ ^
 

11 (5 )

Finally the detail geometry of the designed propeller is cal
culated and the standard drawing of the propeller is prepared, an 
example of which is given in Fig.4. A reconstruction of the tested 
SPI’ model by means of the design procedure was attempted in 
order to confront the design procedure with the experiments. The 
design point was defined by the advance coefficient./ = 1.0 and 
thrust coefficient kT= 0.054 taken from the experimental charac
teristics of the model. Propeller immersion was assumed equal to 
0.4 without any yaw and with trim angle equal to 6.6°. The cal
culation should reproduce the actual model geometry as close as 
possible. The comparison of the actual model and design geome
try is given in Tab. 1. As may be observed the calculation has vir
tually reproduced the model geometry. This suggests that the theo
retical model and the numerical procedure arc essentially cor
rect.

R= '/:D  
1 . 00R

e  C H h l
3 .5

P C M M  ]  c  [ h m ]

1 2 5 0 . 5

e - maximum blade section thickness
P - pitch
c - blade section chord length
A^/Aq- exponded blade area ratio

z = 5
D = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
A E / A 0 =  0 . 7 2 0  
P / D  = 1 . 2 5 0  
a / D  = 0 . 2 0 0

S k e w  back: 0 . 1 8 1  
R a k e  : 0 . 0 7 4  
S e c t i o n :S U P E R C A U I T  

S U P E R C A U I T  
M a t e r i a l :B R A S S

TEST PROP 
P-101ZA
IMP
PAN Date: 31 12 1997

Fig. 4. Drawing o f  the designed surface piercing propeller

Tab. Comparison o f  the tested and designed surface piercing propeller

M O D E L 1)KSI( IN

/■ 5 5

D |m | 0.220 1.0

tl| m| 0.075 0.341

a e /a „ 0.720 0.720

r c/L) P/I) f/c c /I) !’ / l) l/c

0.35 0.2922 0.973 0.0346 0.35X2 1.1X6 0.03.31
0.40 0.34X6 1,034 0.0293 0.3796 I.IXX 0.0299
0.50 0.3918 1.095 0.0291 0.4109 1.192 0.0293
0.60 0 42 IX 1.164 0.0275 0.4221 1.201 0.0276
0.70 0.42 IX 1.2.32 0.0260 0.3969 1212 00262
0X0 0.3X90 1.240 0.0245 0.3514 1 224 0.0250
0.90 0.30.32 1.240 00229 0.2X31 1.2.37 0.02 32
0.95 0.2150 1.240 00224 0.1992 1 24 3 0.0226
1.00 0.I06X 1.240 0.0212 0.0822 1.250 0.0214

THEORETICAL MODEL 
FOR HYDRODYNAMIC 

AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The purpose of the hydrodynamic and structural analysis of 
surface piercing propellers is to determine the time-dependent 
pressure distribution on the blades together with the resulting 
distribution of blade stresses and blade deformations. The first 
part of the analysis is based on the specially modified lifting sur
face theory while the second part is performed by the finite cle
ment method (FEM).
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Fig. 5. Lifting surface model fo r  analysis o f  surface piercing ptvpellers

The scheme of the lifting surface model is presented in Fig.5. 
More detail description of the model may be found in [5], It is as
sumed that the hydrodynamic loading on the blade is modelled by the 
distribution of the discrete vortex elements AIr while the thickness of 
the blade together with the thickness of the ventilating bubble on the 
suction side is modelled by the discrete source/sink elements AIQ. 
Determination of the unknown intensity of the vortices /"and sources 
tr is based on the kinematic boundary condition on the wetted part of 
the lifting surface :

dtp
dll

—Vn

and on the surface of the ventilating bubble :

^ + ( ^  =  0
dt dx

(6)

(7 )

Both equations refer to a single control point. The lifting sur
faces and the free vortex surfaces, similarly as in the case of the lift
ing line model, are cut by the free water surface which is assumed 
flat. A mirror image of the vortex/source system must be introduced 
above the water in order to fulfil the boundary condition on the free 
water surface. The system fully participates in the calculation of the 
induced velocity. Within the frame of the linearized theory all vortex/ 
source elements and all control points arc located on the surface com
posed of the mean lines of all blade sections. The number of „active” 
elements and control points changes with the change of blade immer
sion during blade revolution. The system of linear equations for the 
unknown intensity of vortices and sources is formed when the equa
tions (6) and (7) are applied to all active elements in any particular 
blade position. The system is supplemented by the Kutta condition at 
the blade trailing edge. After solving the equation system the diffe
rence Ap of the pressures on the pressure and suction sides of the 
blade may be determined on the basis of the Bernoulli equation of 
a discrete form as follows :

Ap = - p
r ' - r

At
v (r — r )-AI'v lab V  all 1 a b - \ )A S A S .,

(8)

The pressure difference is employed in calculation of the force 
and moment components of the time-dependent hydrodynamic loading 
on the blade and also it is used as input data for the structural analysis.

The structural analysis is performed by using the finite element 
method. The propeller blade is represented within the method as 
a thick shell composed of 40 eight-node isoparametric elements. Ac
cording to simplifications typical of thick shells the deformations nor
mal to the element are neglected and both strains parallel to the ele

ment are assumed constant within the element. This makes using 
a relatively simple relation between stresses and deformations possi
ble. The analysis leads finally to determination of the normal defor
mation distribution and reduced stress distribution over the blade.

The above described hydrodynamic and structural analysis is 
performed in a loop for a number of blade positions covering the 
submerged part of the propeller disc. The analysis starts with the v e r 
tical down” position in which the intensity of the free vortex system 
elements is determined. This intensity distribution is assumed to ap
ply to the entire free vortex system throughout the analysis, thus the 
model is quasi-steady in this sense. Similarly the intensity distribu
tion of vortices and sources determined in this position for the ana
lysed blade applies to the submerged parts of all other blades except 
for that analysed. Then all prescribed positions of the blade are ana
lysed. In each position new intensities of vortcx/source elements are 
obtained from the boundary condition and then loading distribution, 
force and moment components, stress and deformation distributions 
are determined. When this is completed the time-dependent shaft force 
and moment components are obtained by means of geometric sum
mation of contributions from all blades.

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Only selected results of numerical analysis could be compared 
with the experimental data due to laboratory limitations. Consequently, 
the following comparisons are presented :

•  open water characteristics
•  mean values of transverse forces
•  time-dependent bending moments on a single blade.

The main parameters of the propeller model are given in Table. 
Fig.6 shows the comparison of calculated and measured open water 
characteristics of the surface piercing propeller at the relative sub
mergence of 0.4, 6.6° trim and zero yaw angle. It may be observed 
that in the vicinity of the design point J  = 1.0 the numerical calcula
tion produces only small over-estimation of the thrust and a small 
under-estimation of the torque, which leads to an over-estimation of 
the propeller efficiency. The serious discrepancies at low advence 
coefficients are most likely in result of unavoidable simplifications of 
the theoretical model which docs not take into account the strongly 
dynamic phenomena present during blade entry into the water and 
blade exit from the water. However despite these differences the gene
ral accuracy of numerical prediction of the open water characteristics 
is not markedly worse than similar predictions for fully submerged 
propellers and may be considered acceptable. The correlation may be 
improved by more careful selection of profile drag coefficients which 
are an empirical correction parameter.

0.16 t

0.14
0 .1 2  -  

0.1

kT 008 
10kQ 0.06

0.04 -
0 .0 2  

0 -  
- 0 .0 2  0

kT(M)
kT(O)
10kQ(M)
10kQ(O)

Fig.6. Comparison o f  measured and calculated open water characteristics 
o f the SPP model (M-measured, O-calculated)

The comparison of measured and calculated mean values of the 
transverse forces in function of the advance coefficient is presented 
in Fig.7. This particular example refers to the relative submergence 
of 0.3, shaft trim angle equal to 12° and shaft yaw angle to +5°. It 
may be observed that the direction and tendency of changes of both
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is quite well reproduced by the calculation. However in the regions 
distant from the design advance coefficient value the actual values 
exhibit visible discrepancies with respect to the experimental data. 
The reason of the discrepancies may be attributed again to the obvi
ous simplifications of the theoretical model.

Fig. 7. Comparison o f  measured and calculated mean transverse forces 
o f  the SPP model (M-measured, O-calculated)

Finally a comparison of the calculated and measured time-dc- 
pendent values of two components of the bending moment on a sin
gle blade is presented in Fig. 8 in function of the blade position angle. 
The presented example refers to the relative submergence of 0.3, shaft 
trim angle of 6.6° and shaft yaw angle of-5°.The experimental values 
plotted on this diagram are surprisingly smooth, especially no evi
dence of high impact forces is visible in the region of blade entry into 
the water. The calculated values reproduce reasonably well the maxima 
of both bending moments, although locally the discrepancies are quite 
substantial. In particular the theoretical model was unable to predict 
correctly the regions of the blade entry to and blade exit from the 
water.

Fig. 8. Comparison o f  measured and calculated time-dependent bending moments 
on the blade o f  the SPP model (M-measured, O-calculated)

The scope of the experiments did not include measurements of 
blade stress and blade deformation distributions, therefore the results 
of numerical structural analysis could not be directly compared with 
the experimental data.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn from the presented 

description of the theoretical models and comparisons of the calcula
tion and experimental results :

•  both theoretical models : for design and for analysis take 
into account the presence of free water surface cutting through the 
blades, the main feature differing surface piercing propellers from 
ordinary submerged propellers

•  the presented theory neglects important dynamic effects con
nected with blade impact against the water and, in particular, that the 
real free surface in the vicinity of the working propeller is far from 
flat

•  the theoretical models are able, despite numerous simplifica
tions, to provide the results in reasonable agreement with the experi
mental data especially for the conditions in the vicinity of the design 
point

•  both the design and analysis procedures may be employed 
for development of surface piercing propellers but further experimental 
verification and improvement of the theoretical models is necessary.
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NOMENCLATURE

а. b - indices locating point on the lifting surface
cL - lift coefficient

cn - drag coefficient
/  - maximum mean line camber
Fy - axial force on a single blade
AIQ - source element
AIr - vortex element
J  - adwance coefficient
k - non-dimensional force coefficient
kr - thrust coefficient
mx,my - components of the bending moment oh a single blade 
h - local normal vector
Ap - pressure difference across the blade
r - non-dimensional radius

r  - starting point of the submerged part o f the blade
ASah - blade area element
t - time
T - propeller thrust
Q - propeller torgue
U - local inflow velocity (sum of advance and rotation components)
V - ship speed

VK - normal component of velocity
F - tangential component of velocity

/J - advance angle
/3 - induced advance angle
cp - velocity potential
T - vorticity

d - blade position angle
- position angle of blade entry into the water
- position angle of blade exit from the water 

p  - water density

o  ' - source intensity
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